Cost-Effectiveness Analysis of Ezetimibe as the Add-on Treatment to Moderate-Dose Rosuvastatin versus High-Dose Rosuvastatin in the Secondary Prevention of Cardiovascular Diseases in China: A Markov Model Analysis
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Background: For patients with inadequate control of cholesterol using moderate-dose statins in the secondary prevention of cardiovascular diseases (CVD), either doubling the dose of statins or adding ezetimibe should be considered. The cost-effectiveness of these is unknown in the Chinese context. The aim of this study is to compare the cost and effectiveness of the two regimens, and estimate the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER).

Methods: A Markov model of five health statuses were used to estimate long-term costs and quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs) of the two treatment regimens from the healthcare perspective. The effectiveness data used to calculate the transition probability was based on a previously published randomized trial. The utility data was gathered from literature and the costs were gathered from the electronic medical record system of West China Hospital in Chinese Yuan (CNY) in 2017 price. One-way sensitivity analysis and probabilistic sensitivity analysis were conducted.

Results: The ICER for ezetimibe plus moderate-dose rosuvastatin was 47,102.99 CNY per QALY for 20 years simulation, which did not reach the threshold of per capita gross domestic product (GDP) of 59,660 CNY per QALY in 2017 in China. Non-CVD-related mortality and CVD-related mortality contributed most to the ICER.

Conclusion: Adding ezetimibe to the moderate-dose statin in secondary prevention for CVD is cost-effective, compared with the high-dose statin in the Chinese context whose low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-c) was not inadequately controlled by moderate-dose statin alone.
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Introduction

Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) are the leading causes of death, disability and disease burden worldwide including China.1 Impaired lipid profile, which presents in over 40% of Chinese adults,2 is one of the top risk factors and the key treatment target of CVD.3

Moderate-dose statins are recommended as the first-line agents for both primary and secondary prevention of CVD in the latest guidelines.4,5 Rosuvastatin is one of the
most widely used and guideline-recommended first-line lipid-lowering agents in China. However, approximately 75% of the patients receiving moderate-dose rosuvastatin or other statins in the secondary prevention of CVD could not achieve the treatment goal of low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-c) and require dose doubling of rosuvastatin or combing a second-line lipid-lowering agent.

Ezetimibe, which inhibits cholesterol absorption in the intestine, has been widely used and recommended by the current guidelines as the second-line lipid-lowering agent in the secondary prevention of CVD. Although several Chinese and international trials confirmed its efficacy in lowering LDL-c level and reducing the risk of future CVD, it is still unclear if ezetimibe is cost-effective in the Chinese context. A study conducted by Ran and colleagues is one of the featured trials comparing the efficacy of ezetimibe plus moderate-dose rosuvastatin versus high-dose rosuvastatin in the secondary prevention of CVD in China. Based on the data of the costs of patients in West China Hospital, Sichuan University (a tertiary hospital in China), we investigated whether ezetimibe plus moderate-dose statin, when compared with its alternative, high-dose statins, is cost-effective in the Chinese patients in healthcare perspective with inadequately controlled blood lipid level by moderate-dose statin alone for the secondary prevention of CVD.

**Materials and Methods**

**Comparison of Treatment Regimens**

With the outcome data the costs calculated below, the cost and effectiveness of the two regimens, high-dose rosuvastatin (namely high-dose group, treated 20mg once daily) and ezetimibe combined with moderate-dose rosuvastatin (namely combination group, treated with ezetimibe 10mg once daily plus rosuvastatin 10mg once daily), were compared. The incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) was used to estimate the cost-effective across two groups.

**Model Structure**

A Markov model established from the healthcare perspective under the Chinese context (Figure 1) was adopted to estimate the health outcomes, which was measured by the comprehension of all the outcome statuses in this model. Five health statuses included in this model were disease-free status after the first CVD episode (including coronary heart disease [CHD] and stroke), CHD recurrence and rehospitalization, stroke recurrence and rehospitalization, CVD-related death and non-CVD-related death. Patients in the disease-free status were recruited after their first episode of CVD, attack which might turn to CHD or stroke rehospitalization with CVD event.

The base-case population was set with an average age of 60 years old, a balanced male/female ratio and newly diagnosed with CVD, according to the Chinese trial population. The duration of the clinical trial study used to calculate the transition probability was 3 months, which was adopted as the duration of the cycle over the 20-year time horizon when the base-case reached the life expectancy of the Chinese population. The annual discount rates of both the future costs and effectiveness were 3% according to the recommendation of China Guidelines for Pharmacoeconomic Evaluations and Manual (2013 Edition). Cost-effectiveness was determined to assume a threshold of per capita gross domestic product.

**Figure 1** Transition diagram.

**Abbreviations:** CHD, coronary heart disease; CVD, cardiovascular disease.
(GDP) of China \cite{17} (59,660 Chinese Yuan [CNY] in 2017\cite{18}). This Markov model was constructed using decision analysis software (TreeAge Pro 2011, Williamstown, MA).

Model Inputs

Effectiveness Calculation

The effectiveness was measured in quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs) per patient, which were calculated using the duration and the utility. \cite{17} In our study, the utility of health valued from 0 (death) to 1 (perfect health). The baseline utility of the participants was 0.79 or 0.50 due to their previous history of CHD or stroke, respectively, based on the previous literature (Table 1). \cite{19,20} The utility decrement was the proportion of subsequent hospitalization due to non-fatal CHD and non-fatal stroke (Table 2). \cite{21} Quality of life was decremented with each admission of non-fatal CHD or non-fatal stroke 2.3.2 Event risks.

Previously reported event probabilities of CHD recurrence, stroke recurrence, cardiovascular death, natural death and adverse reaction (ADR) in Chinese population (Supplementary Tables 1 and 2)\cite{13,16,22} were used in our study. The only serious adverse event in the trial was a new onset myopathy (CK ≥ 5 times of upper limit of normal) in the high-dose group, which led to the patient withdrawal. \cite{16} No events of elevated transaminases were reported in the trial, and thus such events were not considered in the current model.

Cost Calculation

The costs of the two groups were calculated using the daily consumption of the drugs according to the prescriptive pattern in Chinese Yuan (CNY, Supplementary Table 3). The costs of the hospitalization of CHD, stroke and myopathy caused by statins were calculated using the sum of the hospitalized patient costs with a primary discharge diagnosis with CHD (ICD-10: I20-I25), stroke (ICD-10: I61-I65) or unspecific myopathy (ICD-10: G70.90X) from West China Hospital, Sichuan University in 2017, respectively (Supplementary Tables 4–6). The cost of the withdrawn patients due to the adverse events included direct medical costs and elevated cardiovascular risk due to the discontinuation of the drug. \cite{19,22} All the cost data were collected according to the context in 2017.

Comparison of Cost and Effectiveness

The hypothetical cohort of 1,000 patients in each group was recruited in the Markov model. Cumulative cost and effectiveness were calculated by Markov queue simulations. The ICER was calculated using the difference in costs divided by QALYs. The group with lower costs was considered to be cost-effective if the ICER surpasses the per capita GDP in that year, while the group with higher costs was to be cost-effective otherwise. \cite{17}

Sensitivity Analysis

One-way sensitivity analysis was performed to evaluate the robustness of the model using key parameters in the model including the costs, utility values and transition probabilities. The annual discount rate of costs and utilities in one-way sensitivity analysis ranged from 0% to 5%, and time horizon ranged from 1 year to 30 years. Other parameter ranges were assigned between 25% of base-case values when neither the confidence interval (CI) nor the standard deviation (SD) was available, according to guideline recommendation. \cite{17} Beta and gamma distributions were assigned to event probabilities, utilities, and cost estimates, respectively in the probabilistic sensitivity analysis. The probabilistic sensitivity analysis was performed by Monte Carlo simulations set to simulate 1,000 times.

Results

Results of the Base-Case Analysis

The hypothetical cohort of 1,000 patients in each group was recruited in our study. The combination treatment regimen cost about 9037.40 CNY annually, while the high-dose treatment regimen cost about 7194.15 CNY (Supplementary Table 3). The costs of hospitalization due to CHD and stroke were 8864 CNY and 14,340.95 CNY, respectively. After a 20-year simulation, the cumulative cost and effectiveness were 68,322.18 CNY at the price of 2017 per person and 6.63 QALYs per person in the high-dose rosuvastatin group,
and 84,780.69 CNY per person and 6.98 QALYs per person in the combination group (Table 3). The ICER of the combination group compared with the high-dose group was 47,102.99 CNY per QALY gained, which did not surpass the per capita GDP (59,660 CNY/QALY) in China in 2017, indicating ezetimibe plus moderate-dose rosuvastatin was cost-effective compared with high-dose rosuvastatin.

Sensitivity Analysis

One-way sensitivity analyses of the cost, effectiveness, transition probabilities, discount rate and time horizon were shown in Figure 2. The ICER were closely associated with non-CVD-related mortality in high-dose group (ph4), CVD-related mortality in combination group (p3), non-CVD-related mortality in combination group (p4), CVD-related mortality in high-dose group (ph3), outpatient prescription costs of CHD in combination group (e_CHD2) and outpatient prescription costs of CHD in high-dose group (e_CHD4). The combination group was showed to be cost-effective with longer follow-up duration. Within the range of the values, the results showed robustness and the trend kept consistent. Besides, larger ICER was observed with higher non-CVD-related mortality and higher CVD-related mortality in the combination group, lower non-CVD-related mortality and lower CVD-related mortality in the high-dose group, or shorter time horizon, which might lead to the high-dose group cost-effective.

The Monte Carlo simulation scatters plot (Figure 3) showed 70% of the simulated population are willing to pay the threshold cost (59,660 CNY/QALY) for the combination treatment rather than the high-dose treatment. A few spots fell in the second quadrant, where ezetimibe was less effective and costly. Some spots fell in the fourth quadrant, where ezetimibe was more effective and less costly than high-dose statins. These dominant spots may be related to the CVD- and non-CVD-related mortality of the high-dose group and combination group according to one-way sensitivity analysis.

The cost-effectiveness acceptability curve (Figure 4) indicated that the combination treatment was more acceptable when the willingness to pay threshold was over 17,898 CNY/QALY.

Table 3 Base-Case Results of Cost-Effectiveness Analysis for Two Treatment Regimens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Cost (CNY)</th>
<th>QALY</th>
<th>Incr Cost (CNY)</th>
<th>Incr QALY</th>
<th>ICER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High-dose regimen</td>
<td>68,322.18</td>
<td>6.63</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination regimen</td>
<td>84,780.69</td>
<td>6.98</td>
<td>16,458.50</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>47,102.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; QALY, quality-adjusted life years.

Discussion

Our study developed a 20-year model to evaluate the costs and effectiveness of moderate-dose rosuvastatin and ezetimibe versus high-dose rosuvastatin in patients whose LDL-c level was not adequately controlled by moderate-dose statin alone for the secondary prevention of CVD in China 2017. With an ICER of 47,103 CNY/QALY, which does not surpass per capita GDP of 59,660 in China 2017, our data suggest that the combination of moderate-dose rosuvastatin and ezetimibe was cost-effective in preventing CVD events compared to high-dose rosuvastatin in China 2017 despite the cost increase of 20% in the combination group. This is the first cost-effectiveness analysis of ezetimibe as part of the second-line lipid-lowering therapy in the secondary prevention of CVD in the context of China.

Lipid-lowering treatment is the cornerstone of the secondary prevention of CVD. Ezetimibe and proprotein convertase subtilisin/kexin 9 (PCSK9) inhibitors are two new non-statin lipid-lowering drugs, which were suggested to reduce the cardiovascular events. Compared to PCSK9 inhibitors, ezetimibe reduced only borderline risk of cardiovascular diseases (hazard ratio of ezetimibe, 0.936; 95% CI, 0.89 to 0.99 according to recent systematic review). However, according to recent cost-effectiveness analysis, PCSK9 inhibitors are too costly to be reasonably used in the US health system. Although the prices of the two major PCSK9 inhibitors (alirocumab and evolocumab) were reduced consequently, they are still beyond the threshold of per capita GDP to be cost-effective in most countries. Being widely used in China and the western countries, ezetimibe is considered to be affordable (compared to PCSK9 inhibitors) and it does not cause major adverse events. Our study further suggested that adding-on ezetimibe can benefit patients cost-effectively in the current Chinese context compared to doubling the dose of statin. The results were mainly driven by the safety issues of the two treatments.
High-dose statins were reported to be associated with increased risk of myopathy and elevated transaminases, especially simvastatin.\textsuperscript{30–32} Though such adverse events were relatively rare,\textsuperscript{33,34} more frequent creatine kinase (CK) elevation was observed in patients receiving high-dose rosuvastatin compared to the combination of moderate-dose rosuvastatin and ezetimibe.\textsuperscript{16} The adverse events may lead to the discontinuation of the drug and sometimes hospitalization,\textsuperscript{34} which could increase the cost of treatment.

Our study was in line with previous studies investigated the cost-effectiveness of ezetimibe combined with statin using different models in different clinical contexts.\textsuperscript{35–43} de Labry Lima et al\textsuperscript{35} and Korman et al\textsuperscript{36} suggested that the combination of ezetimibe and statins were cost-effective in the primary and secondary prevention of CVD compared with add-on PCSK9 inhibitors. Almalki et al\textsuperscript{37} and Davies et al\textsuperscript{38} suggested the superiority of the cost-effectiveness of the combined regimen compared with statin monotherapy. Laires et al\textsuperscript{39} reported that it is cost-effective to treat patients with high cardiovascular risk with ezetimibe plus atorvastatin than switching to rosuvastatin. In particular patients with acute coronary syndrome (ACS)\textsuperscript{37,40} or chronic kidney disease (CKD),\textsuperscript{41} the cost-effectiveness of the combined regimen of ezetimibe and moderate-dose statins may not be promising.

To be noted, our data also suggested that patients taking add-on ezetimibe to moderate-dose rosuvastatin spent more (5.05 CNY more per day during hospitalization and 7.87 CNY more per day after discharge) than patients taking high-dose rosuvastatin, increasing financial burden to the patients and the medical system in short-term. Price reduction of ezetimibe may thus help patients in a cost-effective manner. As the patent of ezetimibe has been expired in 2017, its generic counterparts are looking forward to with comparable effectiveness and a lower price in the developing countries like China.

There were some limitations in our study. Firstly, the effectiveness of the regimen was based on a short-term

---

**Figure 2 Tornado diagram.**

Notes: Parameters: u_CHD: utility value of CHD; u_stroke: utility value of stroke; p1: transition rate of CHD recurrence in combination group; p2: transition rate of stroke recurrence in combination group; p3: transition rate of CVD-related mortality in combination group; p4: transition rate of non-CVD-related mortality in combination group; ph1: transition rate of CHD recurrence in high-dose group; ph2: transition rate of stroke recurrence in high-dose group; ph3: transition rate of CVD-related mortality in high-dose group; ph4: transition rate of non-CVD-related mortality in high-dose group; ph5: transition rate of adverse events with CHD in high-dose group; ph6: transition rate of adverse events with stroke in high-dose group; c_CHD: cost of CHD rehospitalization; c_CHD1: cost of inpatient lipid-lowering drug for CHD in combination group; c_CHD2: cost of outpatient lipid-lowering drug for CHD in combination group; c_CHD3: cost of inpatient lipid-lowering drug for CHD in high-dose group; c_CHD4: cost of outpatient lipid-lowering drug for high-dose group; c_stroke: cost of stroke rehospitalization; c_stroke1: cost of inpatient lipid-lowering drug for stroke in combination group; c_stroke2: cost of outpatient lipid-lowering drug for stroke in combination group; c_stroke3: cost of inpatient lipid-lowering drug for stroke in high-dose group; c_stroke4: cost of outpatient lipid-lowering drug for stroke in high-dose group; c mp1: cost of hospitalization due to adverse events; c mp2: average daily cost of hospitalization due to adverse events; disc: discount rate of cost; time: time horizon.

Abbreviations: CHD, coronary heart disease; CVD, cardiovascular disease; ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; QALY, quality-adjusted life years.
**Figure 3** Scatter plot of Monte Carlo simulation.

**Abbreviations:** QALY, quality-adjusted life years; WTP, willing-to-pay.

**Figure 4** Cost-effective acceptability curve.

**Abbreviation:** QALY, quality-adjusted life years.
small sample trial,\textsuperscript{16} which might not accurately represent the effectiveness of the real population. We thus introduced several sensitivity analyses to evaluate the robustness of the results. However, long-term study in China is warranted to better compare the cost and effectiveness of ezetimibe plus rosuvastatin versus high-dose rosvastatin in the future. Secondly, the cost data was solely based on a tertiary hospital in China, which may not necessarily stay consistent throughout the country because of the unbalanced development across provinces and cities. However, we simulated the sensitivity of patients to cost change in the sensitivity analyses and the results suggested the relative cost-effectiveness of these two regimens should be similar even taking into consideration of a change of the costs.

Conclusions

In conclusion, adding ezetimibe to moderate-dose rosvastatin is more costly but cost-effective compared to doubling the dose of rosvastatin in the secondary prevention of CVD in the Chinese context when the LDL-c levels of the patients are still beyond target after being treated with moderate-dose rosvastatin alone. A price reduction of ezetimibe may improve its cost-effectiveness. As several policies of drug price regulation are on their way in China, updated analyses are warranted along with the reformation of the medical system in China.
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